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ABSTRACT
Access limitations are restrictions in the way in which the
tuples of a relation can be accessed. Under access limita-
tions, query answering becomes more complex than in the
traditional case, with no guarantee that the answer tuples
that can be extracted (aka maximal answer) are all those
that would be found without access limitations (aka com-
plete answer). The field of query answering under access
limitations has been broadly investigated in the past. At-
tention has been devoted to the problem of determining re-
lations that are relevant for a query, i.e., those (possibly
off-query) relations that might need to be accessed in order
to find all tuples in the maximal answer. In this short paper,
we show that relevance is undecidable for Datalog queries.
1. RELEVANCE
The problem of querying data sources that have limited ca-
pabilities and can thus only be accessed by providing values
for certain fields according to given patterns has raised a
great deal of interest in the past few years [17, 18, 19, 26,
15, 16, 20, 22, 23, 21, 10, 13, 12, 25, 11, 28, 9, 27].
An access pattern is a constraint indicating which attributes
of a relation schema are used as input and which ones are
used as output.
In this respect, access patterns may suitably characterize
several relevant contexts, such as Web forms, legacy data,
Web services, and the so-called Deep Web [6, 7, 24]. Query
processing under access patterns requires specialized tech-
niques. Among these, static optimization, including query
containment, has been studied for several forms of conjunc-
tive queries and unions thereof [4, 5, 2, 8, 21, 1]. More
general cases are covered in the context of dynamic opti-
mization [3], where results are available for schemata with
functional dependencies and simple full-width inclusion de-
pendencies. The latter kind of dependencies, albeit simple,
can be used to state equivalence, and thus captures the no-
tion of relations with multiple access patterns.
In the context of access limitations, it is important to dis-
tinguish between the maximal answer and the complete an-
swer to a query. The maximal answer is the largest set of
query answers that can be computed from the relations in
the schema over which the query is posed, while complying
with the access limitations. The complete answer to a query
is the answer that could be computed if we could retrieve all
the tuples from the relations in the query as if with no access
limitations. In the following, we indicate with ans(q,R, D)
the set of tuples in the maximal answer to a query q over
a schema R with access limitations on a database D. The
maximal answer can be computed by means of a Datalog
program, as described in [14].
A relation r in a relation schema R is relevant for a query
q if there are two database instances D and D′ over R for
which ans(q,R, D) 6= ans(q,R, D′) and such that rD 6= rD
′
and sD = sD
′
for every relation s 6= r in R.
We show that relevance is undecidable in the case of Dat-
alog queries, since, if we were able to decide relevance of a
relation, we could also decide containment between Datalog
queries, which is known to be undecidable.
Theorem 1. Testing relevance for Datalog queries is un-
decidable.
Proof. Let Π be a Datalog program over a schema R,
without access limitations, defining two arbitrary predicates
p and q. Let e be an extensional predicate not occurring
in Π and i a new intensional predicate defined by the rules
i( ~X) ← e, p( ~X), and i( ~X) ← q( ~X). If we could establish
whether e is relevant to answer the Datalog queryAns( ~X)←
i( ~X) then we could also decide containment between p and
q, which is absurd (and a fortiori absurd for a schema that
can have access limitations). More precisely, q contains p iff
e is not relevant, i.e.:
(1) If q contains p, then e is not relevant.
(2) If q does not contain p, then e is relevant.
To see that (1) holds, it suffices to observe that p cannot
contribute any tuple to i that is not already contributed by
q, and thus e need not be accessed.
To see that (2) holds, consider a database D in which p(~c)
holds but q(~c) does not hold, for some constants ~c. Such a
database must exist, as p is not contained in q. Since p and q
are independent of e, their containment is also independent
of e, so e may either hold or not hold in D. If e holds in D,
then ~c is in the answer; if e does not hold in D, then ~c is not
in the answer. Therefore e is relevant, since it changes the
maximal answer to the query.
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